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Abstract

In this article, we present a discrete hierarchical location model for public facility planning. The main features of the
model are: an accessibility maximization objective; several levels of demand and of facilities; a nested hierarchy of facilities
(i.e. a facility of a given level can serve demand of equal and lower levels); maximum and minimum capacity constraints;
and user-to-facility assignment constraints. The latter include single-assignment and closest-assignment constraints, as well
as a new type of constraints called path-assignment constraints. Their purpose is to enforce some desirable properties for
the spatial pattern of assignments. If they are not included, model solutions are difficult to interpret and to explain in a
public facility planning context, therefore being less likely to be accepted by the users. The usefulness of the model is illus-
trated through a real-world application to school network planning.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the last two decades, planning processes
involving public facilities such as schools or hospi-
tals became increasingly more complex, especially
because of the participatory mechanisms they
started to involve. Indeed, in the presence of stake-
holders with different viewpoints and interests, plan-
ning solutions can only be widely agreed upon if
they are the result of transparent, rational planning
processes. When the number of possible planning
solutions is very large, optimization models are
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indispensable decision-aid tools. Location models
certainly are among the main optimization models
to be used within public facility planning processes.
These models are basically aimed at determining the
most efficient locations for all types of facilities
according to some objective or objectives (cost min-
imization, accessibility maximization, etc.). They
are classified as continuous or discrete depending
on whether the facilities can be located anywhere
on the plane or in some points of the plane, specified
in advance. In practical applications, planners often
resort to discrete location models.

Location models have been extensively studied
since the 1960s, in the operational research, man-
agement science, industrial engineering, economic
geography and spatial planning literatures. ReVelle
and Eiselt (2005) present a concise review of the
.
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main classes of continuous and discrete location
models. ReVelle (1987) and Marianov and Serra
(2002) discuss discrete models for public facility
location. Daskin (1995) presents a didactic textbook
on modeling and solving discrete location models.
Labbé and Louveaux (1997) review specialized solu-
tion methods for basic and extended discrete loca-
tion models.

In this article, we present a discrete hierarchical
location model for public facility planning, consid-
ering several levels of demand and several types of
facilities. The model is an extension of the well-
known p-median model, which applies to facility
location problems where the objective is to maxi-
mize the accessibility of users to facilities.

The model was developed within the framework
of the Coimbra Educational Charter 2006–2015,
to help making decisions on the redeployment of
the primary school network of the municipality of
Coimbra, Portugal. By law, all Portuguese munici-
palities must have an educational charter where
the infrastructure, equipment, human, and financial
resources necessary for preschool, primary and sec-
ondary education are specified. The preparation of
the educational charter of a municipality is advised
by the education council of the municipality. This
body integrates, among others, representatives of
the local administration, the Ministry of Education,
private school owners, public school administra-
tions, teacher unions, and student parents, which
often have different viewpoints and interests with
regard to the evolution of school networks.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the basic location models applicable
when the objective is to maximize the accessibility
of users to facilities. These models consider a single
level of demand and a single type of facility.
In Section 3, we discuss different user-to-facility
assignment constraints, including a new type of con-
straints called path-assignment constraints. In Sec-
tion 4, we present the hierarchical location model.
In Section 5, we discuss the results obtained with
this model for Coimbra’s primary school network.
Finally, in Section 6, we summarize the main contri-
butions of the article, reflect on the application of
the model in Coimbra, and identify some research
needs to be fulfilled in the future.

2. Basic models

In this section, we present the basic location
models upon which the hierarchical model is built.
The simplest of these models is the p-median model
(ReVelle and Swain, 1970), which can be stated as
follows. We are given a set of demand centers
I ¼ f1; . . . ; ng, where each center i has a demand
ui (number of users), a set of sites J ¼ f1; . . . ;mg,
and travel costs cij for serving all the demand from
center i at site j. Travel costs are defined as
cij ¼ ui � dij, where dij is the unit travel cost between
center i and site j (or distance, if the unit cost is con-
stant). The problem is to find the set of p facilities
that should be open, and to determine which centers
should be served from which facilities, so that the
travel costs of serving all the demand from all cen-
ters is minimized. For formulating the model, we
define two sets of decision variables: binary location
variables yj, where yj ¼ 1 if a facility is located (or
‘‘open’’) at site j 2 J , and yj ¼ 0 otherwise; and
assignment variables xij representing the fraction
of the demand from center i 2 I served at site
j 2 J . The formulation of the p-median model is
as follows:

(PM):

Minimize
X

i2I

X

j2J

cijxij ð1Þ

Subject to :
X

j2J

xij ¼ 1; 8i 2 I ; ð2Þ

xij 6 yj; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ; ð3Þ
X

j2J

yj ¼ p; ð4Þ

0 6 xij 6 1; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ; ð5Þ
yj 2 f0; 1g; 8j 2 J : ð6Þ

The objective function (1) of this mixed-integer opti-
mization model expresses the minimization of travel
costs, which can be seen as a proxy for accessibility
maximization. Constraints (2) state that all centers
have to be fully served. Constraints (3) link location
and assignment decisions by stating that centers can
only be assigned to an open facility. Constraint (4)
sets the number of open facilities equal to parameter
p. Finally, constraints (5) and (6) define decision
variables.

Optimal solutions of (PM) have the so-called sin-
gle assignment and closest assignment properties
(Krarup and Pruzan, 1983), that is, centers are fully
served by the closest open facility (or, if travel cost is
not monotonically dependent on distance, the least
travel cost facility). This happens because, as there
are no capacity constraints, nothing is gained by
splitting the demand from a given center across
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several facilities, and the objective forces centers to
be assigned to the closest (least cost) facility.

The second basic model is derived from (PM) by
adding constraints on the minimum and maximum
capacity of facilities and deleting the constraint on
the number of open facilities. Note that, with the
capacity constraints, the number of open facilities
becomes an output of the model rather than a
parameter. Let bj and Bj be the minimum and max-
imum capacity for a facility to be open at site j. This
model, denoted capacitated median model, is for-
mulated as follows:

(CM):

Minimize
X

i2I

X

j2J

cijxij ð7Þ

Subject to :
X

j2J

xij ¼ 1; 8i 2 I ; ð8Þ

xij 6 yj; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ; ð9Þ
X

i2I

uixij P bjyj; 8j 2 J ; ð10Þ
X

i2I

uixij 6 Bjyj; 8j 2 J ; ð11Þ
X

k2J jdik6dij

xik P yj; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ;

ð12Þ
xij 2 f0; 1g; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ; ð13Þ
yj 2 f0; 1g; 8j 2 J : ð14Þ

Expressions (10) and (11) are, respectively, the min-
imum and maximum capacity constraints. As the
closest assignment and single assignment properties
of solutions do not hold for capacitated models,
they are enforced explicitly with constraints (12)
and (13), respectively. Closest assignment con-
straints (12) work as follows. For any center i and
site j, if yj ¼ 0 then the constraint has no effect; if
yj ¼ 1 then center i must be fully served from the
facility located at site j or from a facility at the same
or lower distance. Gerrard and Church (1996) thor-
oughly review formulations and applications of
closest assignment constraints in several location
models arising in the public and private sectors.
Although the authors note that a different formula-
tion, the so-called Rojeski–ReVelle (RR) con-
straints, is frequently used in the literature, we
opted for constraints (12) for two reasons. First, un-
like RR constraints, constraints (12) remain valid if
a given center has two or more equidistant facilities
that are the closest. Second, constraints (12) provide
a tighter linear relaxation, as RR constraints are im-
plied by (12) together with (9); thus, the model can
be solved more efficiently with an integer optimiza-
tion algorithm based on linear relaxations. Finally,
constraints (13) force assignment variables to be
binary. We remark that if all centers have a single
closest facility then constraints (12) will force
assignment variables to be integer, even if (13) is re-
laxed. Otherwise, if a center has two or more equi-
distant facilities that are the closest, constraints
(12) allow demand to be freely distributed among
those facilities and (13) is necessary to impose single
assignment.

Unlike the p-median model, the capacitated med-
ian model has rarely been dealt with in the litera-
ture. Carreras and Serra (1999) use it without the
maximum capacity constraints to represent a phar-
macy location problem in a rural region, and solve
it through a tabu search heuristic. Verter and Lapi-
erre (2002) employ a similar model for locating pre-
ventive health care facilities with the objective of
maximizing population coverage, and solve it with
a commercial optimizer. Kalcsics et al. (2002) use
model (CM) with constraint (4) for designing bal-
anced and compact sales territories, and solve it
through a variable neighborhood search heuristic.

3. Assignment constraints

In this section, we analyze the spatial pattern
of user-to-facility assignments resulting from differ-
ent assignment constraints. As noted previously,
solutions to location models including capacity con-
straints do not have the single and closest assign-
ment properties. This may happen because
facilities have limited capacity, and thus users are
diverted to other facilities, or users are ‘‘captured’’
to ensure the minimum capacity of a facility. In a
public facility planning context, it should be pre-
vented that users from the same center are split
among different facilities; that users from neighbor-
ing centers are assigned to different facilities; that
users are assigned to a distant facility when there
are closer open facilities; that the path traveled by
users to the facility they are assigned to crosses a
center assigned to a different facility. If these condi-
tions are violated, solutions are difficult to interpret
by decision-makers and to explain to users, and will
certainly be difficult to implement in practice. Gerr-
ard and Church (1996) make a similar argument in
their article, where they recommend the use of clos-
est assignment constraints in capacitated location
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models for public facility planning because they are
likely to improve public confidence and acceptance
in the corresponding solutions.

Our analysis focuses on three types of con-
straints: the closest assignment constraints (12);
the single assignment constraints (13); and a new
type of constraints designated as path assignment
constraints (15). The latter are an alternative to
closest assignment constraints. Although they do
not require centers to be assigned to the closest facil-
ity, they guarantee that, if a center is assigned to a
given facility, all centers ‘‘near’’ the ‘‘path’’ traveled
by the users to reach the facility must also be
assigned to it. The definition of ‘‘near’’ depends on
the context of application of the model. The formu-
lation of path assignment constraints is as follows:
X

k2P ij

xkj P jP ijj � xij; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ; ð15Þ

where Pij is the subset of centers k 2 I that are
‘‘near’’ the shortest path from i to j, and jP ijj is
the cardinality of this set. Expression (15) states that
if xij ¼ 1 then xkj ¼ 1 for all k 2 P ij.

Some constraints used in districting models are
similar to the path assignment constraints. These
models apply to the partitioning of a set of spatial
units (i.e. city blocks, census tracts, or other geo-
graphic entities) into subsets, called districts, accord-
ing to some objective. Like with location models,
spatial units are represented with discrete centers
connected through an underlying network. Desired
properties of districts often include compactness
and contiguity, i.e. they should be round shaped
rather than spread out, and should be connected.
Kalcsics et al. (2002) use model (CM) for sales dis-
tricting, including closest assignment in order to pro-
duce connected districts. Zoltners and Sinha (1983)
formulate a model for sales districting, where district
centers (i.e. the seed units for the districts) are prede-
fined. Considering binary decision variables xij ¼ 1 if
unit i is assigned to district j, and zero otherwise,
contiguity is enforced with constraints

xij 6

X

k2Aij

xkj; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ; ð16Þ

where Aij is the set of units k 2 I that immediately
precede unit i on a shortest path from district center
j to unit i. Expression (16) states that unit i can be
assigned to district j only if at least another unit,
adjacent to i on a path connecting to the district
center, is also assigned to j. In order to reduce the
‘‘rigidity’’ of assignments (as building districts along
shortest paths guarantees contiguity but rules out
some contiguous configurations), the authors pro-
pose augmenting sets Aij by either considering the
second, third, etc., shortest paths, or by manual
modification by an expert user. A strict shortest-
path approach is adopted by Mehrotra et al.
(1998) to ensure contiguity in a political districting
model. Caro et al. (2004) present a model for school
districting (with predefined school locations) includ-
ing constraints similar to (16), where sets Aij are de-
fined as the set of units k 2 I that are adjacent to
unit i and are closer to district center j than to unit
i (but not necessarily on the shortest path).

The impact of including the different assignment
constraints in a location model will be illustrated
with one of the random instances used to test model
(CM). The instances were built as follows. First, a
set of n ¼ 20 centers was generated uniformly in
the unit square and their coordinates scaled by
1000. Sites were assumed to be coincident with cen-
ters. Then a planar network was created by comput-
ing the Delaunay triangulation (Weisstein, 1999),
with edge length set equal to the Euclidean distance.
Distances dij were computed by finding all shortest
paths on the resulting network. Demands ui were
generated uniformly in the interval 5–95. Minimum
capacities bj were set to 200 for all sites. Maximum
capacities Bj were set to the total demand (i.e. they
are not binding). Finally, path assignment sets Pij

were created by adding all centers in the shortest
path from i to j, plus all centers within a radius of
100 from any node in this path. Panel (i) of Fig. 1
shows the network and demands of the test instance.
As the total demand is 809, at most four facilities
can satisfy the minimum capacity of 200.

This instance was solved with four variants of
model (CM): without assignment constraints, i.e.
(12) removed and (13) relaxed; with single assign-
ment only, i.e. (12) removed; with single + path
assignment, i.e. (12) replaced by (15); and with sin-
gle + closest assignment, i.e. the full model (CM).
Solutions are shown in Fig. 1 (where numbers in
panels (ii)–(vi) refer to capacity). The p-median
model (PM) solution is included for comparison,
with p ¼ 4. In this solution, centers are fully assigned
to the closest facility, but one of the facilities does
not satisfy the minimum capacity constraints. On
the other hand, all solutions of variants of model
(CM) satisfy minimum capacities, but some undesir-
able user-to-facility assignments occur if path or
closest assignment constraints are not imposed.
Without any assignment constraints, the demand



Fig. 1. Solutions for random instance.

Table 1
Solutions for random instance

Model Number of open
facilities

Relative objective
value (%)

p-median 4 83
(CM), no assignment

constraints
4 91

(CM), single
assignment only

4 100

(CM), single + path
assignment

3 138

(CM), single + closest
assignment

3 146
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from some centers is split among two facilities. With
single assignment only, split demands are eliminated
but some centers are assigned to a facility much
further than the closest. Adding path or closest
assignment constraints eliminates these undesirable
patterns (although with path assignment one of
the centers is not assigned to the closest facility).
As expected, adding more constraints degrades the
optimal objective value (Table 1). In addition, in
this example, solutions with path or closest assign-
ment constraints have fewer open facilities. This
can be expected to occur frequently because the
number of feasible solutions diminishes. That is,
path and closest assignment constraints prevent dis-
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advantageous assignments of some small centers for
the sake of the global optimum. The resulting solu-
tions are easier to interpret and to explain in a plan-
ning context, therefore being more likely to be
accepted by the users.

4. Hierarchical model

In this section we present a hierarchical version of
the capacitated median problem of Section 2, con-
sidering several levels of demand and several types
(or levels) of facilities. Specifically, the demand of
centers is discriminated in levels, which must be sep-
arately assigned to facilities capable of providing
them. We consider a nested (or successively inclu-
sive) hierarchy of facilities where a level-s facility
(s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ns) can serve demands of level 1, . . . , s.
Examples of nested hierarchical facilities arise in
the context of public facility planning. A typical
example is a health care network composed of local
health care units, providing basic services, and cen-
tral hospitals providing both basic and specialized
services. Another example is an education network,
composed of kindergartens, primary schools and
secondary schools, in which a higher level of educa-
tion can only be located at a site if all lower-levels are
also located there. As noted by Weaver and Church
(1991), the various levels of facilities may or may not
be physically distinct (in the example of schools,
these could be separate buildings located in the same
community). Other examples of hierarchical facili-
ties arising in postal and banking services are
described by Daskin (1995).

Reviews and classifications of hierarchical models
are provided by Narula (1986) and Church and
Eaton (1987), focusing on models with distance min-
imization and with coverage maximization objec-
tives, respectively. Before introducing our model,
we will briefly describe some representative examples
of hierarchical extensions of the p-median model.
Weaver and Church (1991) formulate a model with
a nested facility hierarchy with any number of levels.
The model does not include capacity constraints,
thus an optimal solution can always be found with
the single and closest assignment properties. The
model is solved with Lagrangian relaxation com-
bined with an interchange heuristic, and results are
reported for two test networks, with two and three
levels. Galvão et al. (2006) formulate a model with
a nested facility hierarchy with three-levels, address-
ing a real-world health care application. The model
allows service referrals (that is, a fraction of demand
served at a lower-level facility may be referred
directly to a higher-level facility) and includes capac-
ity constraints (however, single-assignment is not
enforced and split assignments can occur). The
authors propose a Lagrangian heuristic to solve
the model. Eitan et al. (1991) formulate a model with
nested or more general facility hierarchies (with any
number of levels), capacity constraints, and service
referrals. The model is applied to several problems
appearing in the literature and is solved with a com-
mercial integer optimizer.

Relatively to hierarchical models in the literature,
the model we present here is the first to combine
capacity constraints (minimum and maximum) with
assignment constraints such as closest- or path-
assignment (in addition to single-assignment).
Consider the following additional or revised notation
for data: S ¼ f1; . . . ; nsg is the set of demand levels
(and of facility types); uis is level-s demand of center
i; Bjs and bjs are the maximum and minimum capaci-
ties of a type-s facility at site j; J 0

s is the set of sites with
existing type-s facilities; ps is the maximum numbers
of new type-s facilities to open; qs is the maximum
numbers of existing type-s facilities to close; Ds is
the maximum user-to-facility distance for demand
level s. Decision variables are defined as follows: xijs

is the fraction of the level-s demand of center i satis-
fied by a facility located at site j; yjs ¼ 1 if a type-s
facility is located at j, and equals zero otherwise; zjst

is the capacity occupied with demand level s of a
level-t facility located at j. The hierarchical capaci-
tated median model is formulated as follows:

(HCM):

Minimize
X

i2I

X

j2J

X

s2S

dijuisxijs ð17Þ

Subject to:
X

j2J

xijs¼ 1; 8i2 I ; s2 S; ð18Þ

xijs6

X

t2SjtPs

yjt; 8i2 I ; j2 J ; s2 S; ð19Þ
X

t2SjtPs

zjst¼
X

i2I

uisxijs; 8j2 J ; s2 S;

ð20ÞX

s2Sjs6t

zjst P bjtyjt; 8j2 J ; t2 S; ð21Þ
X

s2Sjs6t

zjst6Bjtyjt; 8j2 J ; t2 S; ð22Þ
X

k2J jdik6dij

xiks P yjt; 8i2 I ; j2 J ;

s2 S; 8t2 Sjt P s; ð23Þ
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X

j2JnJ0
s

yjs6 ps; 8s2 S; ð24Þ

X

j2J0
s

yjs P jJ 0
s j�qs; 8s2 S; ð25Þ

xijs¼ 0; 8i2 I ; j2 J ; s2 Sjdij >Ds;

ð26Þ
xijs 2f0;1g; yjs 2f0;1g; zjst P 0;

8i2 I ; j2 J ; s2 S; t2 S: ð27Þ
Constraints (18) ensure that all demands of all levels
from all centers are satisfied. Constraints (19) impose
that a given level of demand can only be satisfied by a
facility of equal or higher level. Constraints (20) de-
fine capacity variables zjst by stating that the demand
of each level assigned to a site has to be served by
some facility of equal or higher level located there.
Constraints (21) and (22) impose maximum and min-
imum limits on capacity, according to facility type.
With this formulation, capacity is shared by all de-
mand levels. Additional constraints could easily be
added to impose separate capacity limits per demand
level, as the model already includes capacity vari-
ables zjst discriminating the demand levels. Note that
constraints (19) are redundant for the integer formu-
Fig. 2. Municipality of Coimbra, dem
lation (that is, the same set of integer solutions is ob-
tained if they are removed), as constraints (20) and
(22) allow a variable xijs for a given s 2 S to be
non-zero only if there is a variable yjt equal to one
for some t P s. However, (19) are kept in the formu-
lation as they strengthen the linear relaxation. Clos-
est assignment constraints (23) are written separately
per demand level and state that each demand level
must be assigned to the closest facility of equal or
higher level. Constraints (24) and (25) limit the num-
ber of new facilities to open and existing facilities to
close. Constraints (26) limit the maximum travel dis-
tance between centers and facilities. Finally, con-
straints (27) define decision variables and enforce
single assignment.

Closest assignment constraints (23) may be
replaced by path assignment constraints, stated
separately per demand level:

X

k2P ij

xkjs P jP ijj � xijs; 8i 2 I ; j 2 J ; s 2 S: ð28Þ

Note that in constraints (28) the assignments of dif-
ferent levels are independent, while in constraints
(23) the location of higher-level facilities influences
lower-level assignments.
and centers and road network.



Table 2
Coimbra’s school network

School type Number of
schools

Number of
classrooms

Fraction of
capacity (%)

Public EB1
(<4 classrooms)

43 90 12

Public EB1
(4+ classrooms)

28 149 20

Private EB1 7 49 6
Public EB12 9 258 34
Private EB12 9 210 28

Total 96 756 100
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The formulation of model (HCM) given above
allows facility co-location, i.e. the location of differ-
ent types of facilities at the same site. This can
advantageous to satisfy maximum capacity con-
straints. If co-location is not allowed then the fol-
lowing constraint should be added to the model:
X

t2S

yjt 6 1; 8j 2 J : ð29Þ

In addition, if co-location is not allowed, capacity
constraints (20)–(22) can be replaced with the fol-
lowing simpler constraints:
X

t2S

zjt ¼
X

s2S

X

i2I

uisxijs; 8j 2 J ; ð30Þ

zjt P bjtyjt; 8j 2 J ; t 2 S; ð31Þ
zjt 6 Bjtyjt; 8j 2 J ; t 2 S; ð32Þ

where constraints (30) define variables zjt as the to-
tal demand of all levels served at site j by a type-t
facility, and constraints (31) and (32) impose mini-
mum and maximum capacities. If (30)–(32) are
used, constraints (19) are not redundant for the inte-
ger formulation and are needed to impose the nested
facility hierarchy.

5. Case study

In this section, we present a study on the rede-
ployment of Coimbra’s primary school network.
Coimbra is a municipality located in the center-lit-
toral region of Portugal with a population of
150,000 inhabitants (Fig. 2). The primary school
network of the municipality is composed of 96
schools (Table 2). Most of these schools are public,
but there is a significant number of private schools.
Some of them are fully subsidized by the govern-
ment because they are located in areas not covered
by public schools. There are two types of primary
schools: EB1, for the first cycle of education; and
EB12, for the first and the second cycles. The first
cycle of education comprises 4 years and is attended
by children aged 6–9. The second cycle comprises
2 years and is attended by children aged 10 and
11. The EB1 school network consists of 78 schools
with a total capacity of 288 classrooms (or 7200 stu-
dents, assuming a maximum of 25 students per
classroom). A large number of these schools has
only one or two classrooms, which means that stu-
dents of different years must share the same class-
rooms. The EB12 network consists of 18 schools
with a total capacity of 468 classrooms (or 11,700
students). Following a period of fast decline in
school age population, in 2004 the total number of
enrollments in the primary schools of the municipal-
ity was 10,659 students. Since the aggregate capacity
of these schools is 18,900 students, the aggregate
occupation rate of the existing network was 56%.

The study was made using the hierarchical capac-
itated median (HCM) model introduced in the pre-
vious section. Applications of location models to
school network planning are numerous and we cite
only some representative, relatively recent examples.
Church and Murray (1993) present a multi-objective
model considering school openings and closures and
capacity balancing between schools. Pizzolato and
Silva (1997) and Pizzolato et al. (2004) use a p-med-
ian model for clustering population centers. The
clusters thus found are then analyzed by confront-
ing total existing school capacity and population.
Antunes and Peeters (2001) develop a dynamic loca-
tion model where schools can be opened or closed,
and their capacity can be expanded or reduced over
time, with the objective of minimizing total dis-
counted costs. Related models, where location deci-
sions are not involved, address the short-term
school network management problem of assigning
students to existing schools. Church and Schoepfle
(1993) describe a multi-objective model considering
student preferences for schools and balancing of
school capacity occupation and racial mix across
schools. Caro et al. (2004) present a model for
school districting contemplating several desired
properties of school districts, including capacity bal-
ancing and contiguity. As far as we know, no school
network planning study (or other public facility
planning study) reported in the literature relied on
a hierarchical model with capacity and assignment
constraints.

Three objectives were pursued by the education
authorities. First, school capacity should be adjusted
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to education demand (as noted above, current aggre-
gate occupation rate is just 56%). Second, accessibil-
ity of students to schools should be maximized.
Third, changes to the existing network should be
small, either because of scarce public budgets to
build new schools or to avoid public reactions
against school closure (particularly from parents
and teachers). These objectives may of course be
conflicting.

With regard to the first objective, following a
decision by the education authorities, existing
schools included in the study were current public
schools with four classrooms or more and subsi-
dized private schools. Other private schools, located
in areas covered by public schools, which compete
with public schools and are not subsidized, were left
out of the study. Small public EB1 schools with less
than four classrooms were also left out of the study,
assuming these will be phased out in favor of larger,
better equipped schools. In aggregate terms, the
study included 25 EB1 schools with 4–10 classrooms
and 14 EB12 schools with 15–36 classrooms, giving
a total capacity of 149 and 367 classrooms, respec-
tively. As projected demand in 2015 for the two
cycles of education is 6300 and 3150 students, the
aggregate occupation rate of the resulting school
network would be 73%.

The municipality of Coimbra was discretized in
68 population centers (Fig. 2). Sites were assumed
to be coincident with centers. For this level of aggre-
gation, eight centers contain both EB12 and EB1
schools. Travel was assumed to be made along the
main road network, which is fully served by public
transportation.
Fig. 3. Detail of pa
Three scenarios for the redeployment of the
school network were considered. In Scenario 1, the
minimum occupation of EB1 and EB12 schools
was set to 40 and 120 students, respectively, to meet
the guidelines of the Ministry of Education for
school capacity (MinEdu, 2000). In Scenario 2, the
minimum occupation of schools was increased to
80 students for EB1 schools and to 75% of current
maximum capacity for EB12 schools. Scenario 3 is
the same as Scenario 2, but allowing a new EB12
school to be opened, with a capacity between 360
and 600 students. The purpose of Scenarios 2 and
3 was to find the best way of adjusting the existing
capacity to forecast demand, while keeping schools
with good occupation. The maximum student-to-
school travel distance was set to 8 km in all scenar-
ios, also to meet the guidelines of the Ministry of
Education.

We first solved model (HCM) with closest assign-
ment constraints (23). For this model, no feasible
solutions could be found for any one of the three sce-
narios, as these constraints are too ‘‘rigid’’ given the
spatial distribution of existing capacity versus fore-
cast demand. Then model (HCM) was used with
path assignment constraints (28) replacing (23).
The computation of data for these constraints was
carried out in two main steps (recall that the path-
assignment set Pij for a given center i and site j con-
tains all centers ‘‘near’’ the travel path between i and
j). First, buffers around each center were created
with a radius of half the distance to the nearest
neighbor, truncated to a maximum of 1 km, mea-
sured along the road network. Second, all centers
whose buffer is intersected by the shortest path (on
th assignment.



Table 3
Summary of solutions for the three scenarios

Scenario Model
parameters

Total travel
distance

Aggregate school
occupation

Number of schools

Total New Closed

q1 p2 km Relative (%) EB1 (%) EB12 (%) Total (%) EB1 EB12 EB1 EB12 EB1 EB12

1 3 0 12,527 100 63 79 74 22 14 0 0 3 0
2 – 0 14,391 115 78 90 88 13 13 0 0 12 1
3 – 1 13,183 105 75 87 85 12 14 0 1 13 1
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the road network) from i to j were added to set Pij. In
the example of Fig. 3, P 38;8 ¼ f38; 36; 8g, which
means that if center 38 is assigned to school 8, then
center 36 must be assigned to the same school.

The models were implemented with Dash Optimi-
zation’s XPRESS-MP package. The modeling envi-
ronment was XPRESS Mosel 1.4 (Dash, 2004) and
the solver was XPRESS Optimizer version 15.30
(Dash, 2005), running under Windows XP on a com-
puter with a Pentium-M 1.3 GHz CPU and 512 MB
of memory. All model runs took less than 3 minutes,
as in this study the number of schools to open or
close is relatively small. Arcview GIS 3 (ESRI,
Fig. 4. Solution fo
2000) was used in conjunction with the optimizer
for data handling and result analysis. Three pro-
grams were developed in Arcview’s scripting lan-
guage for the following purposes: (i) computing the
distance matrix between all centers using the road
network; (ii) computing sets Pij to be used with path
assignment constraints; (iii) importing and display-
ing the solution output by the optimizer. The first
two make use of Arcview’s Network Analyst exten-
sion. In particular, the practical usefulness of path
assignment constraints is closely tied to the ability
to compute data with a real road network, and thus
the use of a GIS is fundamental for this purpose.
r Scenario 1.



Fig. 5. Solution for Scenario 2.
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Church (2002) discusses the link between GIS and
the development and application of location models.

The solutions obtained for the three scenarios are
summarized in Table 3, where parameters q1 and p2

are the maximum number of EB1 schools to close
and EB12 schools to open, respectively (for all sce-
narios, no new EB1 schools could be open and any
number of EB12 schools could be closed). The exist-
ing school network is sufficient for the future needs
of the municipality (Scenario 1), with around 30%
of slack capacity. Three EB1 schools do not meet
the minimum occupation requirements and are
closed. A seemingly awkward assignment occurs
for centers 36 and 38 (shown in Fig. 4, expanded
in detail in Fig. 3), which are sent south to center
8. However, the existing schools at centers 35 and
32 do not have enough capacity, and center 8 is less
than 1 km further away than those schools. If the
minimum occupation is augmented (Scenario 2),
average occupation increases but total travel dis-
tance is degraded by 15%, mainly because of the clo-
sure of one EB12 school in the south-east of the
municipality (Fig. 5). In this scenario, 12 EB1
schools are closed. If a new school is allowed (Sce-
nario 3), high average occupations are still guaran-
teed and travel distance is only 5% higher than in
Scenario 1 (Fig. 6). The main beneficiaries are cen-
ters 36 and 38, located in a fast growth area cur-
rently not covered satisfactorily.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we presented a discrete hierarchi-
cal location model for public facility planning. The
main features of the model are: an accessibility-
maximization objective; several levels of demand;
several types (or levels) of facilities; a nested hierar-
chy of facilities (i.e. a facility of a given level can
serve demand of equal and lower levels); maximum
and minimum capacity (or occupation) constraints;
and user-to-facility assignment constraints. The lat-
ter include single-assignment and closest-assignment
constraints, as well as a new type of constraints
called path-assignment constraints. They are used
to enforce some desirable properties for the spatial
pattern of assignments. The resulting solutions are



Fig. 6. Solution for Scenario 3.
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easier to interpret and to explain in a public facility
planning context, therefore being more likely to be
accepted by the users. As far as the authors know,
a model with this set of features has never been dealt
with in the literature.

The hierarchical location model was developed to
help in a real-world school network planning pro-
cess conducted for the municipality of Coimbra,
Portugal. At present, most public planning pro-
cesses include complex participatory mechanisms.
These mechanisms started to be introduced in the
late 80s, as a reaction to the alleged failure of
rational, model-based approaches to public plan-
ning (Chadwick, 1978). According to many plan-
ning theorists, a new type of approach was needed
focusing on participation and debate rather than
on rationality and modeling (Healey, 1992). This
new type of approach was progressively adopted
and now underlies many real-world planning
processes. What we clearly realized from our
involvement in the preparation of the Coimbra Edu-
cational Charter is that debate and modeling,
instead of being substitutes, are close complements.
Indeed, in the presence of stakeholders with differ-
ent viewpoints and interests, like those represented
in the education council of the municipality, objec-
tives can be debated and agreed upon, but solutions
that are not rational for the objectives retained are
too fragile to prevail. When the number of possible
solutions is very large, the only way of finding the
rational solutions for a planning problem involves
the application of optimization models. Without
the hierarchical location model we developed, it
would have been extremely difficult to arrive at
planning solutions widely accepted by the Educa-
tion Council.

The hierarchical location model was solved with
a modern commercial optimizer rather easily. The
use of a GIS package in conjunction with the opti-
mization program was extremely valuable. In addi-
tion to simplify the analysis of results, the GIS was
used for computing data for path assignment
constraints, using features such as finding shortest
paths and create buffers, or areas of influence,
around centers with distances measured on the road
network. The model was easy to solve because
Coimbra, though being one of the largest munici-
palities in Portugal outside the metropolitan areas
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of Lisbon and Porto, still is a small-size municipal-
ity by European standards, and also because small
changes in the number of schools were allowed. If
any one of these conditions were not met, the opti-
mization program would have been unable to do the
job. Our future research will be directed towards the
development of specialized solution procedures for
solving large-scale hierarchical and (non-hierarchi-
cal) capacitated models with user-to-facility assign-
ment constraints still out of reach of current
modern commercial optimizers.
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